FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AXIS TO OPERATE PREMIER ENTERTAINMENT LOCATIONS AT THAIWOO RESORT
“CHONGLI BREWING COMPANY”, “BREWHOUSE” AND “CLUB 54” SET TO OPEN WINTER 2016/17
BEIJING (NOVEMBER 14, 2016) – Axis Leisure Management is excited to announce that it has expanded
its long standing management relationship with Thaiwoo Resort to now include the operation of its
marquis entertainment facilities.
Thaiwoo Resort opened to the public in December 2015 and has been rapidly converting its world class
plan into reality. Opening for Winter 2016/17, customers will see three full service hotels including
Starwood Groups, Elements by Westin; multiple local and international dining options featuring
Western, Korean & Japanese cuisines, and a wide variety of shopping opportunities including many of
the world’s leading brands in their first flagship outings, Burton, Bogner, GoPro, Arcteryx, Patagonia and
Phenix, to name just a few.
In the heart of the Resort Village, Axis Leisure Management will launch Chongli’s first and only MicroBrewery – the “Chongli Brewing Company” which will service all venues throughout the resort and most
notably at the 375 seat, 2 story ‘beachfront’ Brewhouse. Designed with the objective of replicating the
much desired ‘Apres Ski’ culture of Europe and North America, this fabulous venue will operate year
round and offer hours of entertainment for a wide variety of groups and individuals. The sweeping
outdoor deck at the base of the ski run will become the ‘go-to’ venue for anyone and everyone. Also
under the design and operational guidance of Axis, will be “Club 54”, a more serene high end “wine and
cigar” destination for the late night enthusiast. Club 54 will also offer a unique opportunity for the
‘recreational’ poker and mahjong player.
At the epicenter of China’s successful 2022 Winter Olympic Bid – Thaiwoo Resort in Chongli has quickly
established itself as an Industry leader, and continues to develop and define the Ski Industry in China
with world class installations, operations and inspirations – carefully crafted to suit the evolving and
discerning tastes of the domestic resort visitor.

For More About Thaiwoo Resort, please visit the website at www.thaiwoo.com
For More About Axis Leisure Management, please visit the website at www.axisleisure.com
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